Sales Executive
Are you ready to start fresh by selling with an innovative benefits company that’s truly helping people
get control of their healthcare - with consumerism tools that actually get used? Do you have proven
success calling on and supporting brokers and/or employers in the benefits industry? But you’re still
willing to develop and grow your sales skills? Are you a curious, customer-loving, fast-paced, fun,
self-starter?
If you said yes to those questions, you might be the perfect freshbenies Sales Executive. The focus
will be recruiting and serving health insurance brokers who sell primarily to employers with 50 – 3,000
employees. You’ll represent the team by achieving an aggressive goal of adding to an alreadydeveloped block of brokers and selling thousands of new members. You’ll work closely with brokers
and their teams to bring this to fruition – hand-in-hand with a focused and supportive freshbenies
team. As a thought leader, you’ll consistently write articles, teach classes and demonstrate our
strategies via virtual and in-person venues.
In this position, you’ll have the rare opportunity to be an active participant and work closely with the
executive team to shape the future of the benefits space. The freshbenies corporate culture could be
described as transparent, fun, casual and innovative. But make no mistake, we are a professional
and hard-working team - the bar is set very high and the pace is fast.
freshbenies provides practical tools to control healthcare via an engagement platform – with tools
such as Advocacy, Telehealth, Savings Networks & more.
If you’re a self-starter who…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

is passionate about consistently calling, emailing, teaching, and pursuing the sales process
can speak “broker” and understands the changing trends in the benefits industry
is tech savvy and comfortable communicating mostly remotely via webinar, phone and email
knows how to teach and sell a strategy rather than a product - a concept rather than a quote
is up to date with the latest trends and best practices in business technology and social media
enjoys coaching and challenging a broker to adopt a fresh idea
thrives on remote work, and values an awesome support team who truly has your back
would like to represent what many call “the only good news in the open enrollment meeting”

…then you might be the person we’re looking for!
Start a “fresh” new chapter in your healthcare career. Email your resume and your LinkedIn profile
link to careers@freshbenies.com for next steps!
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